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SMSFs have been a major part of my
professional life for 30 years now  and  I
have seen everything.  They have had  a
good run but in 2016 Treasurer Morrison

increased the rate of tax by 15% for pension
funds with more than $1.6M.  The industry

response to this retrospective tax was luke-
warm to say the least

 
And if a pro-SMSF government can do this
what are you expecting from an Industry

Super Funds government?



SMSFs were once the 
largest but now take 
second place next to 
Industry Super.  But 

much higher member 
balances which 

means it's a target! 





What do you think 
the Millenials will 
do once they get 

power?



THE SUPER 
HONEY POT



Super was always for 
retirement income purposes
In 2007 as part of Simple 
Super, the government 
removed the mandatory 
requirement for super to be 
paid as a lump sum or as a 
pension at age 65
Prior to that time pension 
payments were dependant 
on age with a maximum 
drawdown
Now it is used for estate 
planning purposes

How did we get here?



Things could be worse!!



Treasury has thrown a spanner in the works by applying 
accrual measures used for the taxation of tax haven 
companies and trusts
They had to do it this way or cost Industry Super a fortune 
in administration upgrades
Take this years super balance and deduct last years 
(across all funds) and then apply proportionally to find out 
the next wealth increase applicable to over $3M
In short it is a Super Wealth Tax
I would expect a different system for SMSFs so that it 
applies to taxable income 

$3M Super Balance Proposals



Do you trust the government?
Age based deduction limit for concessional 
contributions for over 55's in 2007 was 
$100,000 now it is $27,500
Section 293 of the ITAA 97 for the additional 
15% tax on super contributions was 
$300,000 but now $250,000 - then what
Here is my expectation - the $3M cap will 
end up being the transfer balance cap as 
that is indexed and the $3M reduces over 
time and indexation increases TBC.  
We will go back to retirement income only

BUT ............



Superannuation is a long term vehicle to compound savings 
thanks to a concessional tax rate
But it is cumbersome as a member cannot access their 
superannuation and with constant change this creates fear
It has great asset protection and a well designed Family Super 
Fund has built in succession
Estate planning will always be a part of the SMSF strategy 
game but with current tax rates on adult children and non-tax 
dependants it can become quite expensive - how will the $3M 
cap play out
Plus it can take years to get out on death if there is litigation - 
Ellasil [2023] VSC 69

I look at SMSFs and Super differently
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The Deed is the engine of  the 
SMSF 
All transactions must be 
documented

contributions
pensions
borrowing
BDBN or SMSF Will

If you disobey one of the rules in 
the Deed or documents then 
fines, recovery of any losses and 
even criminal penalties
Easy way to see a good deed is 
what happens when a Member 
dies

https://riseusercontent.com/rise/courses/gBTGGU8GQ9PT-jQHfjMNkoyOORRL8I40/H3fJLFX_ynb4zk7H-The%2520Guide%2520to%2520SMSF%2520Trust%2520Deeds.pdf


Must have multi-generational 
members
Six members but limit leading 
membership to one from each 
generation or joint from 
generations
Use enduring powers of attorney 
so each generation gives their 
proxy directorship to Leading 
Member
Trustee must enforce

Only bloodline members
Only bloodline benefits

Preferred - Leading Member SMSF



All contributions are deductible - both employer and self- 
employed up to age 75
Inside the fund they are all taxable contributions and 
assessable income to the Fund
Amounts over $27,500 are added back to the member's 
assessable income in the year in which the contribution is 
credited to the members account
So if contribute $70,000 salary on 1 June 2023 then don't 
pay tax on $42,500 until June 2024 with no penalties
If you put into a contributions suspense account on the 
same day - pay tax on $42,500 in June 2025!

Deductible contributions with 
inflationary in mind



Contribution adds value to the Fund 
Can be cash, short term promissory note, 
in-specie (property) subject to section 66 
or in kind by paying a fund's expenses
Must be for a member or group of
members
SIS Act and regulations allow any 
contribution for a member up to age 75 - 
SISR 7.4
Over age 75 then SGC and downsizer 
contributions
Contribute for spouse and child under 
age 18 - non concessional contribution



Member
Accumulation

Member
Pension

Member
Dependant
Pension

Superannuation Estate Planning

Estate and subject to Will + 
family provisions claim
Commence a pension - tested 
against recipients PTB (12 
months grace for spouse)
Pay to dependant directly or into 
a testamentary trust

OPTIONS



The Deed is the engine of  SMSF 
estate planning
Binding death benefit nomination is 
for retail and industry super but 
sometimes used for SMSFs
SMSF Will a better way:

revoke earlier BDBN and SMSF 
Wills'
reversionary pensions have 
precedence
accountant or planner as 
administrator of SMSF estate
how and to who death benefits 
are to be paid

What happens if fund non-compliant
Taxation - tax free to spouses and 
dependants (what does that mean)



My preference is an auto-reversionary pension as it can be
paid out immediately to the next pension member
This means instant cash flow for the spouse pension 
member compared to BDBN in Ellasil plus the estate 
which could not be touched for three years
Importantly it does not form part of the member's estate 
for purposes of family provision claims
For adult children who cannot take as a pension then 
place into a SMSF death benefits trust which treats 
minors as adults for tax purposes
If a grandchild has school fees paid for then can revert to 
the grandchild on death - skip a generation and pension 
income is tax free

Intergenerational estate planning



CPD for this session is one hour
 
As we move into a world of AI 
what you know is where you will 
be so invest in your future
Do the three days course for 
SMSF specialisation

34% off for SMSF 101 
attendees

Look at completing the 
SAPEPAA adviser accreditation 
course - 34% off


